"Chile/Latin America and the struggle for social justice in a changing world"

A symposium curated by Peter Winn

Panels:

- Chilean/Latin American Labor/Social History and its Discontents
- Revolution & Resistance from Below
- History and Memory
- Latin America in a World of Changing Hegemonies
- Latin American Women in a Globalizing World

Friday, September 27th, 2019
9:00 AM-6:00 PM
Cabot Hall, Room 703

Reception to follow

For more information contact Annette.Lazzara@tufts.edu

See reverse for detailed schedule and speakers.

This event is sponsored by President Anthony Monaco, Dean Barbara Brizuela, Office of the Provost, History Department, Latin American Studies and the following Departments and Programs: International Relations, Political Science, and Studies in Race, Colonialism and Diaspora.
"CHILE/LATIN AMERICA AND THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE IN A CHANGING WORLD"

Friday, September 27th, 9am-6pm, in Room 703 Cabot Hall.

SCHEDULE

9:00am: Carlos Aramayo (Unite), “Labor History & Labor Organizing”

9:30-11:00 am: Chilean/Latin American Labor/Social History and its Discontents
--Impact of Feminism & Gender Analysis (Heidi Tinsman, U. California, Irvine);
--Impact of Environmental History (Thomas Klubock, U. Virginia)
--Impact of Consumption and its studies (Joel Stillerman, Grand Valley U)
--Chilean/Latin American Labor/Social History (Barbara Weinstein, NYU)

11:00-11:30am: Coffee Break

11:30am-1:00pm: Revolution & Resistance From Below:
--Workers & Students, (Marian Schlotterbeck, U. California, Davis)
--Urban Poor (Alison Bruey, U. North Florida)
--Revolutionary Food Politics (Joshua Frens-String, U. Texas, Austin)

1:00-2:00pm: LUNCH: Keynotes by Julio Pinto (U. Santiago, Chile) & (Paul Drake (U. California, San Diego)

2:00-3:30pm: History and Memory:
-- Uses & Abuses of Forensic Science (Eden Medina, MIT)
-- Workers Remember (Angela Vergara, California State U. Los Angeles)
-- Memories of the Spanish Civil War in the Chile of Allende & Pinochet (Kirsten Weld, Harvard).

3:30pm-4:00pm: Tea Break

4:00pm-5:15pm: Latin America in a World of Changing Hegemonies:
-- Britain & Latin America in the 19th Century (Peter Winn, Tufts U.)
-- USA & Latin America in the 20th Century (Abraham Lowenthal, U. Southern California)
-- China & Latin America in the 21st Century (Kevin Gallagher, Boston U.)

5:15-6pm: Latin American Women in a Globalizing World
   Jocelyn Olcott, Duke U.
   Jane Jaquette, Occidental College
   Jadwiga Pieper Mooney, U Arizona